N.S.A. Publishes List Of Topics For National Discussions

Yeishiva definitely will participate in the student demonstration against war, to be held on college campuses throughout the nation on April 23, Irving Riben, president of Student Council disclosed last night.

Plans have not yet been formulated, but the students will be in line with the program outlined by the National Student Federation of America.

In preparation for the demonstration, the N.S.A. is considering publishing the following series of discussion topics on vital problems of the day.

General introduction — World tension.

Why has the great majority of the Spanish people been interested in the outcome? How have they shown this interest? Is the American public interested enough? Are these the United States genuinely neutral?

b. How has Germany contributed to world tension? Is German expansion necessary for the settlement of Germany's problems?

What political parties compose the present French government? What has been its attitude toward the Spanish conflict? Will the policies of the French government aid or hinder?

c. What is the attitude of the State Department toward the League of Nations? What has been its policy? Has this increased its influence?

(Continued on Page 4)

Cape On Sale Tomorrow: Must Be Worn Monday

All class caps will arrive to-morrow. Traditional navy blue cloth will be used for the cap, and a blue thread will be used for the band. The students are expected to have procured the required headgear by Monday.

Scripta Plans Talks On Rene Descartes

Symposium Will Be Held Tomorrow Night

A symposium on the life and works of Rene Descartes will be held under the auspices of the Friends of Scripta Mathematica at the Horace Mann Auditorium of Columbia University Thursday, March 14, at 5 o'clock promptly. The symposium is planned as a celebration of the tercentenary of the publication of Descartes "La Geometric," in which the foundations of Analytic Geometry were laid.

The program includes addresses by Prof. David Eugene Smith on the Mathematical Contemporaries of Descartes and by Prof. Edward Kasner on Descartes as Mathematician. Prof. William Pepperell Montgomery will discuss the relationship of Descartes and the philosophy, Prof. Frederick Barry—Descartes as scientist, and Prof. Horatio B. Williams will talk on Descartes as a psychologist. Students of Yeishiva College are invited to attend this symposium.

Library receives Gift of $100 To Buy Books

Donations Continue To Come From Faculty

A gift of $100 (for the purchase of books) was given to the Yeishiva College Library by Mrs. Alexandra Chasker in memory of her son, Dr. Philip Chasker. This gift was made possible through the efforts of Mr. E. Becker Leibowitz, librarian, announced.

Donations from the faculty keep coming in last week, the chief contributors being Prof. Alexander Licht, and Prof. Israel Kohn. A gift of $50 was received from Mrs. Arnold N. Lowen, Dr. Solomon Lipkowitz, an attorney in the Anglo-Saxon grammar. Mrs. Arnold N. Lowen also presented several books.

Students continued to give evidence of the support for contributions. The class of '33 has donated a dis co to Post disc graph. The class of '32 contributed a dime to the Boston public library.

Mizrachi Smoker For Freshmen Postponed

Affair To Be Held After Spring Recess

At a meeting of Post Hamashon of Yeishiva College Thursday night, it was decided that the smoker, which was originally planned for tonight, until after the Passover holiday. The new constitution of the organization was brought to the group, but was not ratified due to the fact that certain amendments must be made and submitted to the national committee.

The cultural committee presented an elaborate program for this term. Included in this program will be a series of lectures by the group on the problems of Hapoel Hamashon, on the observance of the Yom Kippur, and the problems of the Federation in Yorkville. In the two hours of the morning, after the Yom Kippur over, he sat over a glass of beer at a table in a second story field. The weather was quite snowy, and the boy was speaking about the Jewish capital of Hillel, today will be held.

Diploma Notice

All candidates for graduation in January, June, September, and December will be given diplomas, with the usual appropriate inscription, by the President of the College at the conclusion of final exams.

This Time It's A Greek Epic About A Man, A Horse, And A Telegram

It would be consistent for your copy to record this tale of a man, a horse, and a telegram from Prometheus, the Greek god of war, who is the hero of the story, to ensure that the readers know the story of Prometheus from the Greek myth. The tale begins with a leak from the horse, who delivers the message to the man. The man then finds the telegraph, which contains the legend of the horse.

Drama Society Plans Changes; Puts New Play "Tales of Glory" in Cast

A change of period was announced by the drama society when Elyse Howard's "Tales of Glory" was scheduled for presentation, will be directed by the same author this year. The new play is to be put on by the society in the spring of this year.

John T. Lewis served as the only student on the cast. Work on the new production was in process, with reviews of the group at 7 p.m. tonight in the dormitory social hall.

Arrangements for a loan which will be provided by the students have been made by Student Council with the cooperation of Jacob Reinerman. Arrangements of the society, stated that their problems are "almost solved," since the only necessary step to a production has been the securing of sufficient funds.

When asked the reasons for the plans, Harold Pollinoff explained that the expense involved is in covering forty acts "which we haven't got would be too great. Besides, we'd like to do something besides a war play for a change," he said. "Yellow Jack" is based on a chapter in Paul of Kravitz's "A Micah History." It is a dramatization of the epic story of the right against yellow fever. When the play was first produced by Postal McClintic in 1954, it was a success, received many good reviews, and enjoyed a highly successful career.

This Time It's A Greek Epic About A Man, A Horse, And A Telegram

The drama society has announced that it will produce "Tales of Glory," a new play which will be directed by the same author as the previous play. The new play is to be put on by the society in the spring of this year.

Arrangements for a loan which will be provided by the students have been made by Student Council with the cooperation of Jacob Reinerman. Arrangements of the society, stated that their problems are "almost solved," since the only necessary step to a production has been the securing of sufficient funds.

When asked the reasons for the plans, Harold Pollinoff explained that the expense involved is in covering forty acts "which we haven't got would be too great. Besides, we'd like to do something besides a war play for a change," he said. "Yellow Jack" is based on a chapter in Paul of Kravitz's "A Micah History." It is a dramatization of the epic story of the right against yellow fever. When the play was first produced by Postal McClintic in 1954, it was a success, received many good reviews, and enjoyed a highly successful career.
The Anti-Nazi Rally

The demonstration held Monday night at the Madison Square Garden was in marked contrast to the similar demonstration held four years ago at the inception of the Hitler regime. At that time Hitlerism and its vicious manifestations were regarded as a pathological anomaly. The speakers at that meeting and their audience were expressing their resentment at the hideous cruelty of a group of puppets who had seized power. It was in the main a protest against an isolated condition of oppression and of discrimination against certain minority groups.

Last Monday Nazism could no longer be spoken of as a unique object of antipathy. In spite of several references to the psychopathic nature of the Hitler regime, the general attitude of the demonstration was that Nazism was a definite factor to be reckoned with in world affairs. The conquering gush of Nazism were fighting a deadly enemy whose tentacles were spreading over the entire earth. They were not merely protesting against a particular set of injustices.

The speakers concerned themselves not so much with Jewish persecutions as with the Nazi threat to world peace and to liberty. The repudiation of international agreements, the invasion of Spanish soil and the feverish pace of the war in the far east, all under the management of John L. Lewis, were the problems receiving chief emphasis. Above all, there was a general recognition that fascism is the expression of forces which are in operation throughout the world today and against which a bitter struggle must be waged.

If the demonstration has any significance it is that it has shown that since 1933 a great advance has been made in the understanding of the problem presented by fascism. The speakers showed an appreciation of the menace of Nazism and of its social and economic implications. Of a special importance was the knowledge of the front along which the battle must be fought. The demonstration proves that an articulate labor movement could guarantee that the fate of Germany could be averted if America was characterized of the love set by this assembly.

In other words, however, the demonstration was disappointing in certain respects. The demonstration was called by Jewish organizations and should have been concerned to a greater extent with the specifically Jewish question involved. Certainly Nazism is a general problem, but it does present a specifically Jewish aspect which demanded greater consideration.

[At the present moment, Nazi inspired anti-Semitism is rapidly spreading throughout Europe.] The fate of Palestine, which at present offers the only substantial solution to the difficulties of the world's persecuted Jewry, hinges upon the decision of a royal commission. In this crisis, the demonstration should certainly have been used as an opportunistic occasion for presenting our situation to the sympathetic public.

Our Thanks Again

The establishment of a text book loan committee, chiefly through the efforts of Leo J. Udans '36, is of great importance to the student body. College work in the past has often been hampered by the lack of sufficient textbooks, while any lightening of financial burdens will always be welcomed. We cannot help but commend Mr. Udans upon this splendid accomplishment, despite our recent commendations upon his work for the library and the loan fund.

However, we should like to emphasize that with the continued growth of the alumni organization, and with the continued individual progress of the first pioneers, the college may well move in the direction that sustained support.

Continued interest of the alumni is essential to the continued well being and growth of the institution. And such interest, constantly developed and served, in addition to the direct benefits derived, to inspire administration, faculty, and student body to do its share with zeal.

Shades of Pan

Pan, who must have been the inspiration and patron saint of practical jokers of all ages, cannot help feeling just a bit peeved now and then at some of the pranks perpetrated in his name, one is tempted to venture.

Of course, there are all sorts of practical jokes. They range from ingenious and harmless ideas like releasing moths in the movies, to the vicious sort that made the medieaval judges hang Tyi Edespelig.

It might be admitted that most contain the same spark of humor, though probably no one has ever succeeded in convincing his victim of that fact.

For example, we can well imagine Sam deriving much enjoyment out of his little arson joke, and yet the 300 foxes were hardly overthrown with mirth.

To use a more recent and certainly more malicious prank is by no means a joke. A prank recently brought into local prominence, certainly was unwaranted, and hardly above the level of little-boy sadism. It is easy to imagine its perpetrators pulling wings off fliers in younger years.

Of course, Samson could be excused, in view of his understandable patriotic motivation. Lacking that justification, our local 'pranksters' should recognize that Yeshiva's most thoughtful, in part destroy.

REVI IEWS

By RABIB POLK

Commenting "The Eternal Road" and an Interview

Monday night I had the good fortune to listen to "The Eternal Road," presented at the Manhattan Opera House, I viewed a spectacle not directed by Reinhardt, which involved the burial of man and woman to revive some unforgettable moments in the theatre.

These people work with the precision of an orchestra. The dancers move slowly forward, adjusting their costumes the while. The actors take their place. The stage has an eerie beauty. Lights go on. Music is heard. The curtains are raised. Another impressive scene unfolds itself.

After the performance everyone rushed the stage. The army moved towards the showers and dressing rooms. They sang parodies of the songs that they've been hearing for months. There was a friendly hassle with the bit players. These people seem happy in their work.

It was raining Monday night and I had an umbrella with me. Although it was early morning and rainy day, the umbrella is an extremely clumsy object in hand. So I tossed it together, with a hat on it, and walked on some distance.

These articles were forgotten for the moment when—confound!—the wall nonchalantly moved onto the stage carrying the dangling umbrella, with the care you could see Holy Moses (alas! Samuel Goldenberg) the curtain was up. I broke into a cold sweat. I thought I could hear the audience laughing already. I didn't dare look, but I saw a clear view of the face of an ancient Palestinian setting—with a tw Netwelt century umbrella in the foreground.

But Mr. Benjamin Jomach saved the day. With characteristic agility he dashed behind the wall and returned with the goods and with good news. The umbrella had been brought to the back of the wall and was therefore invisible to the audience.

Because of a slight quarrel between two men was Jerusalem destroyed, because of a hat and umbrella was Talmud Maltsa laid waste. Because of an umbrella was "The Eternal Road" ruined—almost.

MAYBE I'M WRONG

By ELIZABETH GOULDEN

When you one students walking through the halls with Harvard University catalogues under their arms, you're aware of the library, as to the number of Greek fellowships at Columbia, trying out ter in all the medical schools in the city, or all the men on West End Avenue, then you may occasionally have the idea that the seniors have defiantly ordered that they are finishing college without having anything must be done pretty quickly about next year.

It is a strange phenomi. The discovery by the seniors of the word "rushed" into the brain, and it is accompanied by strange symptoms. One begins to discover strange new facets of associations and ideas; the problem of whether a bird's impetatiousness were caused by the birds or the forest. When one of a double "doubt" inevitably rises (the question of what chance you have of being overthrown).

Too often, one's anticipations run away with him, as in the case of the senior who was admitted to a faculty in the freshman year and was forced to write his philosophy report. Strangely, that one should consider perusing the lines of legal report before completing his study of the theory of natural law. "I've already seen people tasting tea to decide whether it is a physiological or an ontological, Assiduous Alphenick reel all through to the Latin translation of the Bible. The symptoms are unmistakable. The vi tual hoax is as a sign of the time."

Yes, these are interesting commentaries and curiosities. In the end, if you do not want to to be drenched with the piety and eed of happiness and Middle Eastern and project sermons, skit on the way to the "abduction of Judaism."

In The Editor's Mail Box

To the Editor of The Commentator:

I present to you these three which are present in operation. We, of course, Yeshiva College students will be drenched.

Sincerely,

A MAIMID.

To the Editor of The Commentator:

Dear Sir,

When the Commentator took an active part in dormitory motions last year,

Very truly yours,

M. B.
Norm Goldklang Elected Captain Of Varsity Five

SUGGEST PLAY VS LEAGUE

TRUMP TALKS

CONGRATULATIONS FOR "FINE PERFORMANCE" DURING SEASON

Norm Goldklang '21, veteran center of the basketball team was last night unanimously elected captain of the varsity for the '21-'22 season, in a special meeting called by the coach. He thus succeeds Max Levy, present captain, who will graduate in June. Goldklang was an all-around athlete in his high school days and came to Yeshiva and served as a basketball and track star for most of the season. This year, however, he showed his true mettle playing every game on the center.

Coach Opens Meeting

Mr. Trumbull opened the meeting in a farswell talk to the team. He congratulated the team, said "You played a great game during the season and pointed out that it was very good under the circumstances."

"The Inexperience of the Squad naturally hindered them in some ways as many games to go into the loss column, but they were working hard and making some gains. We hope, however, that we can play more up to par and I am well satisfied with the situation as it is. The season was a big win, but I will be surprised if much of an improvement will be made up in the present season. You will get on with the floor and with that confidence was established at the beginning of the season, and games will be won instead of lost."

Schedule Is Headscarf

The coach further pointed out that he had been disappointed with the season's schedule. A series of games away from home in the beginning of the season had been very hard, and it was only during the home games that the squad developed any confidence in its ability.

"I will point out that the building up of next year's schedule and make sure that this handicap is remedied."

sleep half an hour earlier each day. Through the accumulation of these half hours, the Yeshiva is permitted to enjoy the company of the college for another year, the expense of which is cheerfully footed by the student.

Gentlemen, I give you Yeshiva College which makes you as happy as you make us.

FROM THE STICKS

By LEX SILVERMAN

That kick from Portland which writing this column, usually begins his nightly kick off at the dirty 35th week. That ditty has deteriorated to such an extent the last few weeks that he decided to dispense with it altogether. I'll let "Lex" be the dir

The next fellow that tells you to see a man into a dog, before he leaves the city, after the ditty is over. But see the animal pass out. All animals better watch out.

Remember the good old red apple that is synonymous with the ditty? Well, you may not know about it. It has been accused of a good stout or whiskey.

Instructor Malloy at Creighton University has presented the bottle of Hiram Walker's by his club, after the ditty of one of his gigantic assignments in the hope that it would install him. But it comes too late, after hours too long a session with pages and pages of fine print.

Malloy, on impasse, toast the bottle into the warm hearse, saying: "Like the Europeans, I don't know what crime and alcohol are associated..."

"What have you done," St. Peter asked.

"That I should admit you here?"

"Of your college for one year long,"

St. Peter pityingly shook his beer. Malloy now, in poor health, seek to

You've had your share of hell!"

SOUTHWEST

Quotable Quotes: "Today's undergraduates are aloof, sociology, o-n-the-nose, knowledge, clever, cynical, and undisciplined. They are too embark on their studies."

"As a world cosmopolitan, you've probably picked yourself a pitch."

"I know enough about the game from following the Indians all last year. I had a season pass, besides, I've only been going in a short season."

"I'm afraid I don't know the game."

"If you go on with that."

"If you go on with that, you've considered the possibilities and implications of life, you've determined to drop his glass of social life and take a look into the world as it is. He is not interested in the world as it is, in which he has played no pioneeering part. He does not believe in being a great scientist, a great artist, a great statesman, a great influence, he has past the undergraduate."
**SAD TALE ABOUT HOAX AND A SWEET’S TICKET**
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...and fear as this goal to
reach, but after reading this
we feel sure that he will not en-
lighten more from the pages of joy.

if the truth be known, the
telegram, the source of all his
troubling, was the result of as base
and dastardly a plot as was ever
conceived in the minds of arch-
menarchers. Yippee was a name
compared to Mr. R—— (sup, the
same almost slipped) and one of
his minor satellites, well known
to the Junior Class. Who would
ever have imagined that these

Managers of Yippee were capable
of such a deed?

But if our friend could not on
a hunch we can bet on the in-
credible retaliation. We feel the
epic does not end here. Perhaps
some day there will be a sequel
to this with the Averaging Forces
playing a major role.

**N.S.P.A. Prepares for Peace Rally in April**

(Continued from page 1)

This German-Japanese Anti-Com-
mitment agreement?
c. What role has Britain played
in the present Spanish conflict?
Do Britain and Portugal have
common interests? How signifi-
cant is the Italian-British accoi
concerning the Mediterranean?
d. Can Japanese aggression in
China be justified? Could Jap-
nan’s problems be solved without
pursuing this program? What
Reich must be considered if
China is to achieve unity as a
nation?
e. How important a part do
the following play in world poli-
tics: Poland? Czechoslovakia? the
Philippines?
f. A series of pamphlets on these

---

**MONEY EARNED IN YOUR SPARE TIME**

You can turn your spare odd mo-
ments into profits by joining the sales
force of THE COMMENTATOR.

Liberal commissions are paid on all
accounts secured by salesmen.

Why not investigate? An interview
with the Business Manager tells you
everything.

---

**SATISFY**

...full measure of everything
you want in a cigarette.

At every stage... from tobacco
farm to shipping room... Chester-
field's job is to give you the refresh-
ing mildness and delightful flavor
that makes smoking a great pleasure.

Experienced buyers see that Chest-
field tobaccos are MILD and
RIPE... careful manufacturers
see that they are blended to the
exact Chesterfield formula.

And they see that the cigarettes are
made right... round, fine, just right
to smoke.

...for the full measure of the
good things you want in a cigarette we
invite you to enjoy Chesterfields.